Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to provide new estimates for certain multilevel algorithms. In particular, we are concerned with the simple additive multilevel algorithm given in 10] and the standard V-cycle algorithm with one smoothing step per grid. We shall prove that these algorithms have a uniform reduction per iteration independent of the mesh sizes and number of levels even on non-convex domains which do not provide full elliptic regularity. For example, the theory applies to the standard multigrid V-cycle on the L-shaped domain or a domain with a crack and yields a uniform convergence rate. We also prove uniform convergence rates for the multigrid V-cycle for problems with nonuniformly re ned meshes. Finally, we give a new multigrid approach for problems on domains with curved boundaries and prove a uniform rate of convergence for the corresponding multigrid V-cycle algorithms.
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Introduction.
In recent years, multigrid methods have been used extensively to e ciently solve the discrete equations which arise in the numerical approximation of partial di erential equa- . In this paper, we present a new general theory based on two assumptions which are di erent from those made in earlier works. By using the new theory, we are able to derive some surprising uniform convergence bounds for a number of problems. The earlier theories suggested that the rates of convergence for these applications deteriorated as the number of multigrid levels increased.
Previously, there were two general approaches for proving convergence of multigrid algorithms. The rst was based on the so-called regularity and approximations assumption 6] . The veri cation of this hypothesis used both the approximation properties of the discrete method as well as the regularity properties of the approximated partial di erential equation. The theory of 6], 13] only provides a uniform convergence rate for the V-cycle algorithm in the case of full elliptic regularity. It gives a deteriorating estimate, for example, in the case of an L-shaped domain or a domain with a crack boundary.
The second general approach is based solely on approximation and is given in 8], 10].
The \no regularity" theory gives rise to estimates which deteriorate at least linearly with the number of levels in the multigrid scheme.
In contrast, the theory developed in this paper uses two new assumptions. The rst assumption replaces the regularity and approximation assumption by a much weaker inequality on the whole space (see (3.1)). As we will demonstrate, this inequality often can This manuscript has been authored under contract number DE-AC02-76CH00016 with the U.S. Department of Energy. Accordingly, the U.S. Government retains a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to publish or reproduce the published form of this contribution, or allow others to do so, for U.S. Government purposes. This work was also supported in part under the National Science Foundation Grant No. DMS-9007185 and by the U.S. Army Research O ce through the Mathematical Sciences Institute, Cornell University. be veri ed in applications where full elliptic regularity fails to hold. The second assumption is that the underlying discrete operator should be appropriately small when restricted to coarser grid spaces (see (3.5) ). We provide a general theory which shows how the rate of convergence of multigrid algorithms can be bounded in terms of the constants appearing in these two new assumptions.
We will give three applications showing that the general theory can be used to prove stronger convergence estimates for V-cycle algorithms. The rst applies the general theory to second order uniformly elliptic problems in d-dimensional Euclidean space. We will show that the V-cycle algorithm, with only one smoothing per grid per iteration, leads to a uniformly convergent algorithm independent of the number of levels. This is true on the L-shaped domain and domains with a crack boundary. In addition, these results are valid for both the additive (multilevel) and multiplicative (standard multigrid) form of the algorithm.
The second application involves an example with a general mesh re nement. The best earlier results known for this problem were given in 8] and 10] where it was shown that the convergence rate for the additive and multiplicative algorithms could deteriorate at worst at a rate of 1 ? c=J 2 and 1 ? c=J respectively. Here J is the number of levels and c is a positive constant independent of the number of levels. Applying the general theory developed in this paper, we prove, for instance, that the convergence rate for the V-cycle for this example is bounded uniformly below one, independently of J.
The nal example applies to domains with curved boundaries. We construct a simple set of nested multilevel spaces and show that our general theory may be used to prove uniform estimates for the additive multilevel schemes and that the V-cycle multigrid scheme (with one smoothing step per grid) has an associated contraction number bounded uniformly below one.
The outline of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Following 6], we provide a general framework for the development of multilevel algorithms in Section 2. Section 3 provides a general theory for the analysis of these algorithms based on the new assumptions mentioned above. Section 4 veri es the new assumptions in the case of the quasi-uniform nite element approximation. The theorems of Section 3 then give new convergence estimates for this application. The case of mesh re nement is considered in Section 5. Application of the new theory also leads to uniform convergence estimates. Finally, we consider a multigrid algorithm for domains with curved boundaries in Section 6. Again, uniform rates of convergence are proven.
2. General additive and multiplicative multigrid algorithms.
Following 6], we rst give a general framework for the development of multigrid algorithms in this section. We next de ne the additive and multiplicative versions of the multigrid algorithms. The additive version provides a preconditioner for the resulting operator. The multiplicative algorithm also gives rise to a preconditioner which can be used in a simple linear iteration (the standard multigrid approach) or as a convergence accelerator in a conjugate gradient iteration. For convenience, the algorithms are presented in an abstract Hilbert space setting. The results most naturally apply to nite element multigrid algorithms but can also be applied to certain formulations of nite di erence multigrid algorithms.
Let us assume that we are given a nested sequence of nite dimensional vector spaces M 1 M 2 : : : M J :
Associated with this sequence, we assume that we are given additional subspaces,M i M i for i = 2; 3; : : : ; J. The multilevel algorithms will involve smoothing only on the subspaces fM i g. In addition, let A( ; ) and ( ; ) be symmetric positive de nite bilinear forms on M J . Let k k denote the norm corresponding to ( ; ). We shall study multigrid algorithms for the solution of the problem: Given f 2 M J , nd v 2 M J satisfying (2.1) A(v; ) = (f; ) for all 2 M J :
The multigrid algorithms are described in terms of auxiliary operators. For k = 1; : : : ; J, The operator A k is clearly symmetric (in both the A( ; ) and ( ; ) inner products) and positive de nite. Also de ne the orthogonal projectors P k ; Q k : M J 7 ! M k by A(P k w; ) = A(w; ) for all 2 M k ;
and (Q k w; ) = (w; ) for all 2 M k :
Replacing M k byM k , the operatorsÃ k ,P k , andQ k are de ned analogously. It is easy to check the fundamental identity Q l A k = A l P l whenever l < k. This and analogous identities involvingM k will be used in various places throughout this paper. Equation (2.1) can then be rewritten The goal of the analysis is to provide estimates for either the spectrum of B J A J or an appropriate norm of I ? B J A J .
To introduce smoothing into the multigrid algorithms, we shall use \generic" smoothing operators R k : M k 7 !M k , for k = 2; : : : ; J. Examples of these operators are given in 5]. The properties which they satisfy will be discussed in the subsequent analysis. We set R 1 = A ?1 1 , i.e., we solve on the coarsest space. The additive multigrid preconditioner is then de ned by
To analyze the above preconditioner, we must provide estimates for the spectrum of the operator
T k where T k = R k Q k A J = R k A k P k : Note that T 1 = P 1 :
We shall always take R k to be symmetric with respect to the ( ; ) inner product when used in the additive algorithm. This implies that R k = R kQk and hence T k = R kÃkPk . This also results in a symmetric operator B a J . In general, preconditioned iterative techniques for symmetric problems are much more e ective when applied with symmetric preconditioners. The use of a nonsymmetric preconditioner is inappropriate in this case.
The standard multigrid algorithm is often de ned as a process which produces a function 
(2) Set Y k = X k + Q where
The rst and third steps above correspond to smoothing. The second step is a correction step. The operator R t k is the ( ; ) adjoint of the operator R k . We only consider the above algorithm since the results of this paper are most interesting in this case. We note that the results immediately extend to more general algorithms (see the remark after the second theorem of Section 3) with more than one correction step (e.g., the W-cycle algorithm) as well as algorithms with more than one smoothing step per level. This identity depends upon the assumption that the subspaces are imbedded and that one form is used to de ne the operators on all levels (see (2.2)).
Note that T k is the adjoint of T k with respect to the A( ; ) inner product. Comparing (2.5) and (2.14) clearly shows the relation between additive and multiplicative multilevel algorithms. The reason for introducing (possibly discrete) inner products on each level is that it may appear that the projection Q k requires the inversion of Gramm matrices. In fact, for appropriately de ned smoothers 5], this inversion is avoided and Q k never explicitly appears in the computational algorithm 8].
A general framework for the analysis of multigrid algorithms
We provide a general theory for multigrid algorithms in this section which is based on a number of abstract assumptions. Two of these assumptions are di erent from those used in earlier analyses of multigrid algorithms. In later sections, we will apply this theory to prove stronger results concerning the convergence rate of multigrid algorithms in certain applications.
We rst describe the new assumptions. The rst is much weaker than the full regularity and approximation assumption (cf. 6]). Let k denote the largest eigenvalue of A k . The new assumption is that there exists a constant C 0 1 satisfying Thus, (3.2) implies (3.1) in the case whenM k = M k . In general, the converse is not true.
The following lemma, which will be crucial in applying the general theory, illustrates that the above assumption is much weaker than the standard full regularity and approximation assumption. This is just a restatement of (3.4) and hence the proof is complete. Remark 3.2: We allow for the constant C 0 appearing in (3.1) to depend on J. The results of the general theorems will always depend in a simple way on this constant. We will provide applications where (3.1) can be proved with C 0 independent of J even though it is known that, for these applications, the corresponding C K in (3.2) must tend to in nity.
It is also shown in 10] that (3.1) holds with C 0 = CJ for many applications.
For k = 2; : : : ; J, setT k = ?1 kÃ kPk andT 1 = P 1 . The second assumption is that the operatorT k is \small" when applied to functions in M l with l k. More precisely, we assume that there is a positive number < 1 and a positive constantC satisfying (3.5) A(T k w; w) (C k?l ) 2 A(w; w) for all w 2 M l :
Additional assumptions required for the theory are standard and will be stated when needed. However, we note that (3.1) can be rewritten
The rst theorem of this section provides an estimate for the condition number associated with the additive multilevel method. For this result, we use the following hypothesis on the smoothing operator: For k = 2; : : : ; J, we assume that R k is a symmetric operator with respect to ( ; ) and satis es The following corollary is an obvious consequence of the theorem. It shows that we may reduce the analysis of the additive algorithm to that for any equivalent quadratic form. 
Note that the upper inequality in (3.7) fails to hold with general R k if R k is too much like A ?1 k . In fact, the largest eigenvalue of B a J is J when R k = A ?1 k , for k = 1; : : : ; J.
This shows that the convergence of the additive multilevel algorithm may deteriorate if the smoothers do not behave like point methods. For example, the upper inequality in (3.7) fails to hold for line relaxation schemes. In contrast, the analysis for the multiplicative version (standard multigrid) will not require the upper inequality of (3.7) and no convergence deterioration can be seen in the resulting algorithms.
We next provide an analysis of the multiplicative form of the multigrid algorithm (Algorithm 2.1). For the multigrid algorithms, we shall also allow the use of non-symmetric smoothers. In this case, the lower inequality of (3.7) is replaced by the following conditions on the smoother. C.1) There is a constant C R 1 which does not depend on k such that the smoothing procedure satis es (3.13) kuk 2 k C R ( R k u; u) for all u 2M k :
Note that (3.13) holds with C R = 1 for k = 1 since R 1 = A ?1 1 . In addition, smoothers in multigrid algorithms must be properly scaled as stated in the following condition.
C.2) There is a constant < 2 not depending on k such that (3.14)
Finally,M k should be an invariant subspace under R t k . Explicitly, we require that C.3) R k = R kQk :
The above conditions are shown to hold in 5] for the smoothing operators corresponding to many variations (including line and point based schemes) of Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel iterative procedures. It is easy to see that the lower inequality of (3.7) implies (3.13)
(with a slightly di erent constant) in the case of symmetric R k . In addition, (C.3) is automatically satis ed for symmetric smoothers since, by de nition, the range of R k is contained inM k .
The following theorem provides the general convergence result for the multigrid algorithm. and the lower inequality of (3.15) follows. The proof of the upper inequality requires bounding the norm of E J or, equivalently, the norm of its adjoint E J . We rst derive some identities involving the above operators. Clearly, for k = 1; : : : ; J, (3.17) E k?1 ? E k = T k E k?1 from which it follows that (3.18)
It is obvious from (3.17) that
Summing (3.19) gives that Finally, an analogous contraction result holds for non-symmetric cycling algorithms where smoothing is only done either before or after the correction step, i.e., Step 1 or Step 3 is skipped. 4 . The quasi-uniform finite element approximation.
In this section, we verify the hypotheses for the general multigrid theory in the case of a model second order elliptic problem. We rst describe the model problem and its nite element approximation. In particular, a nested sequence of quasi-uniform approximation spaces are de ned in a standard fashion. Next, some notation concerning Sobolev spaces and the corresponding norms is provided. Finally, the conditions (3.1) and (3.5) are shown to hold with constants that are independent of the mesh parameters. Application of the general theory of the previous section then implies that the multilevel algorithms converge with rates that are independent of the number of levels even in many examples which do not satisfy full elliptic regularity.
Let be a bounded domain in R d with polygonal boundary @ . We will include the case when R 2 is a domain with a crack. We consider the Dirichlet problem Note that by the assumptions on the coe cients in (4.1), the quadratic form A( ; ) is uniformly equivalent to the form corresponding to the constant coe cient operator ? .
Thus, for the purpose of proving (3.1), it su ces to consider the case of the Laplacian. We will assume that there is an in (0; 1] such that solutions u of (4.1) with L = ? satisfy the following regularity estimate:
kuk 1+ C kfk ?1+ :
Here k k ?1+ is the is the interpolated norm between L 2 ( ) and H ?1 ( ) (the dual of H 1 0 ( )). Thus, we assume that the domain results in some elliptic regularity for smooth coe cient problems (but not necessarily full elliptic regularity). This assumption is weak since (4.3) may not hold for any > 0 for equations with bad coe cients.
We shall consider the case of quasi-uniform nite element approximation of the solution of (4.1). To de ne the approximation spaces, we will rst de ne the underlying mesh partitioning. We assume that a unit size coarse nite element partitioning of the original domain is given ( = i 1 ). For example, we take this partitioning in terms of triangles in the case of two spatial dimensions. For examples of such constructions see 12].
Associated with the mesh partitioning, we are given a rule for re nement. For example, in two dimensions, a triangle can be re ned into four by connecting the midpoints of the edges.
The mesh triangulations can now be de ned by mathematical induction. The coarse triangulation de ned above provides the rst grid f m 1 g. Given that a grid f m k?1 g has been de ned, the grid f m k g is de ned by re ning f m k?1 g using the re nement rule. We assume that the mesh size of the k'th triangulation is on the order of k for xed < Proof: Here and in the remainder of this paper, we shall use c with or without subscript to denote a generic positive constant. Such constants will always be independent the number of levels in the multilevel algorithm.
Consequently, it su ces to show that This inequality will be used in Section 5.
The next lemma provides a proof of (3.5) for the application described above. The lemma immediately follows. The constant C M in (4.14) is independent of J. In this section, we apply the general theory to an approximation which utilizes a locally re ned mesh. Such mesh re nements are convenient for accurate modeling of problems with various types of singular behavior. For simplicity, we will consider the piecewise linear nite element approximation although we will allow a very general form of re nement. As in the previous section, we consider problem (4.1) and start with a coarse triangula- The only restrictions on the mesh domains f k g are that the boundary of k , for k > 1, consists of edges of mesh triangles in the mesh f i k?1 g and that there is at least one edge of f i k?1 g contained in k . These mesh domains control the region of re nement. For this application, the subspaceM k on which we smooth is a proper subspace of M k . In fact, we de neM k to be the functions in M k which are zero outside of k . Thus, we smooth on a given level just in the region where new nodes are being added in the re nement scheme.
For this application, there is no di culty in proving (3.5). The largest eigenvalue of M k is on the order of h ?2 k where h k is the size of the smallest triangle de ning the mesh of M k . The argument given in the proof of Lemma 4.2 applies with little change and gives that (3.5) holds with a uniform constantC.
To apply Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we need to prove ( The constant C M in (5.2) is independent of J. 6 . A curved boundary application.
In this section, we consider applying the theory developed earlier to a nite element approximation of a boundary value problem with a curved boundary. To remain in the framework of nested spaces, we consider coarser grid multigrid spaces M k which vanish in a neighborhood of order h k of the domain boundary. Even though these spaces provide a poor approximation, we will show that they lead to multigrid algorithms which converge with uniform rates of reduction.
For convenience, we shall consider a convex domain in R 2 with smooth boundary. Many extensions are possible. We will consider problem (4.1) with the same assumptions on the coe cients as made in Section 4. The form A( ; ) is de ned by (4.2). We also assume that We start with a coarse approximate triangulation f i 1 g of . By construction, a node will be either in the interior of or on @ . Without loss of generality, we assume that no triangle of f i 1 g has all three vertices on @ . The triangulation f i k g will be de ned from f i k?1 g as follows:
(1) If i k?1 is a triangle with two vertices in then i k?1 is broken into four ner grid triangles by the lines connecting the centers of the edges. Note that not all triangles in f i k?1 g can be written as the union of the triangles in f i k g.
As a consequence, we will de ne the coarser multilevel spaces k < J in a di erent manner than that used for the nest space. To apply the theory of Section 4, we need only prove (3.1). From the proof of Lemma 4.1, it clearly su ces to prove the inequalities (4.6) and (4.7) for this application. To this end, we introduce the following lemma. Combining (6.6), (6.7), (6.9) and (6.10) proves (6.5), i.e. (4.7) holds for this application.
We now prove (4.6). By the triangle inequality, the rst inequality will follow if we can
show that for all v 2 M J , 
